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Abstract—An introduction to the LULU operators on multi-
dimensional arrays as well as the resulting Discrete Pulse Trans-
form is presented. The Discrete Pulse Transform (DPT) of an
image allows for the setting of a scale-space, thereby presenting
the user with a representation of the images at all its scales
with the information in the image separated into the scale levels
they belong to. This provides additional, more constructive data
to work with for applications. We present some applications in
which entropy combined with scale detects man-made or uniform
features in an image, as an introduction to this concept.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years the theoretical backbone for the
LULU operators Ln and Un, so named because they are
applied as the composition Ln ! Un (or Un ! Ln), has been
developed for multidimensional arrays [1][2]. They were ini-
tially developed for one-dimensional signals by Rohwer and
his collaborators [4]-[7], [11]-[17]. The theory developed on
multidimensional arrays provides a framework for the obvious
areas of image processing in two dimensions, as well as
video processing in three dimensions. The LULU literature
is relatively unknown, so we repeat the basic theory here.

A. LULU Operators

The one-dimensional LULU operators of Rohwer are de-
fined for a sequence x = (xi) as follows,

Definition 1: The LULU operators are those finite com-
positions of the operators

Ln =
n! n"

and Un =
n" n!

,

where (
#n

x)i = max{xi, xi+1, ..., xi+n} and (
$n

x)i =
min{xi!n, xi!n+1, ..., xi}. For example, L2 ! U3 ! L1 ! U4

is a LULU operator.
The one-dimensional LULU operators act on sequences in
the space of bounded sequences !1. In this space one can
see that we have an obvious ordering of the elements,
namely xi+1 follows xi and xi!1 precedes xi. It is then
natural to consider the elements xi+1 and xi!1 as the
neighbours of xi. The one-dimensional LULU operators act
specifically on the n-neighbourhoods of each xi, that is,
{xi!n, xi!n+1, ..., xi}, ..., {xi, xi+1, .., xi+n}. So the order in
a sequence in !1 is inherent in the definition of Ln and Un in
one dimension (definition 1), since Z is totally ordered.

Consider the case of images defined on a discrete grid in
Z2. Although it is natural to consider the 8 surrounding pixels

Fig. 1. Discrete image grid in Z2 with pixel x at position (i, j)

Fig. 2. Possible 4-neighbourhoods of pixel x at position (i, j)

for a pixel x as the neighbours, see figure 1, there is no
immediate ordering of the neighbours as is the case in one
dimension. This is because Z2 is only partially ordered. In
addition the n-neighbourhoods which contain the pixel x are
numerous. In figure 2 we see some possible 4-neighbourhoods,
but there are obviously many more. The ordering of these
neighbourhoods cannot be done in a natural way, contrary to
the natural ordering in Z. We could apply a raster scan to the
grid, that is, starting with the first row move left to right from
pixel to pixel and then repeat at next row and subsequent rows.
This would however mean we have reduced the grid in Z2 to a
sequence in !1 and we wouldn’t have achieved anything. Thus
we see that the one dimensional ordering cannot be extended
to two dimensions (or higher dimensions). We are aiming for a
natural extension of the one-dimensional LULU operators into
two dimensions, specifically images, and more generally onto
arbitrary dimensions Zd. When we take d = 1 the extended
LULU operators should reduce to the one-dimensional LULU
operators exactly. In addition, taking d = 2 we would like
to have operators which naturally and logically extend from
one dimension by preserving all the properties present in
one dimension and having the equivalent higher dimensional
concepts. We make use of the concept of connectivity to aid
us in the extension.

The concept of morphological connectivity was introduced
by J. Serra and G. Matheron in the 1980’s. They recognised the
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TABLE I
THE LULU SEMI-GROUP

Ln Un Un ! Ln Ln ! Un

Ln Ln Ln ! Un Un ! Ln Ln ! Un

Un Un ! Ln Un Un ! Ln Ln ! Un

Un ! Ln Un ! Ln Ln ! Un Un ! Ln Ln ! Un

Ln ! Un Un ! Ln Ln ! Un Un ! Ln Ln ! Un

need for the concept of an axiomatic connectivity and thus the
axiomatic approach to connectivity was introduced. In 1988
Serra, [18], and Matheron in 1985, [9], introduced the concept
of a connectivity class, for use in Mathematical Morphology.

Definition 2: C is a connectivity class or a connection on
the power set P(E) if the following axioms hold:

(i) " # C
(ii) {x} # C for each x # E

(iii) For each family {Ci} in C such that
%
Ci $= ", we have&

Ci # C.

A set C # C is called connected.
We are now ready to define the operators Ln and Un on

A(Zd), where A(Zd) is the vector lattice of all real functions
defined on Zd with respect to the usual point-wise defined
addition, scalar multiplication and partial order.

Definition 3: Let f # A(Zd) and n # N. Then

Ln(f)(x) = max
V "Nn(x)

min
y"V

f(y), x # Z
d, (1)

Un(f)(x) = min
V "Nn(x)

max
y"V

f(y), x # Z
d, (2)

where Nn(x) = {V # C : x # V, card(V ) = n+ 1.}
It is important to notice that here the collection of n-

neighbourhoods, Nn(x), the LULU operators act on can take
on any shape as the only restriction is on their size. This is the
important difference between the LULU operators, which are
only concerned about size, and morphological filters, which
operate in conjunction with a specified structuring element
with a specified size.

B. LULU Implementation

The implementation of the LULU smoothers for sequences
was developed in [4], [5] and [6] and is termed the Road-

maker’s algorithm due to the removal of peaks and filling of
valleys. The application of Ln ! Un or Un ! Ln to obtain the
DPT from first principles, that is using definition 1, requires
O(N3) time where N is the length of the sequence. The
Roadmaker’s algorithm however requires only O(N) time. In
[19] a efficient implementation for images is presented.

As proved in [1] a four-element semi-group is obtained for
the LULU operators, namely {Un, Ln, Un !Ln, Ln !Un}. The
composition table is given in table I.

Similar to their counterparts for sequences, the multidi-
mensional operators Ln and Un smooth the input function
by removing sharp peaks (the application of Ln) and deep
pits (the application of Un). The smoothing effect of these
operators is made more precise by using the concepts of a
local maximum set and a local minimum set given below.

Fig. 3. A Local Maximum and Minimum Set

Definition 4: Let V # C. A point x /# V is called adjacent
to V if V % {x} # C. The set of all points adjacent to V is
denoted by adj(V ), that is,

adj(V ) = {x # Z
d : x /# V, V % {x} # C}.

Definition 5: A connected subset V of Zd is called a local
maximum set of f # A(Zd) if

sup
y"adj(V )

f(y) < inf
x"V

f(x).

Similarly V is a local minimum set if

inf
y"adj(V )

f(y) > sup
x"V

f(x).

The results proved in [1] and [2] provide the following
characterization of the effect of the operators Ln and Un on
a function f # A(Zd):

1. The application of Ln (Un) removes local maximum
(minimum) sets of size smaller or equal to n.

2. The operator Ln (Un) does not affect the local minimum
(maximum) sets in the sense that such sets may be
affected only as a result of the removal of local maxi-
mum (minimum) sets. However, no new local minimum
(maximum) sets are created where there were none. This
does not exclude the possibility that the action of Ln

(Un) may enlarge existing local minimum (maximum)
sets or join two or more local minimum (maximum) sets
of f into one local minimum (maximum) set of Ln(f)
(Un(f)).

3. Ln(f) = f (Un(f) = f ) if and only if f does not have
local maximum (minimum) sets of size n or less.

C. The Discrete Pulse Transform

Using the extension of the LULU operators to functions
on Zd in the preceding sections we derive the DPT for
functions on A(Zd) now. Following the success of the DPT
for sequences in signal processing one may expect that the
DPT on A(Zd) can play an important role in the analysis of
these functions, due to the ability to represent the image (when
d = 2) at all the scale levels. Similar to the case of sequences
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Fig. 4. A Pulse

we obtain a decomposition of a function f # A(Zd), with
finite support. Let N = card(supp(f)). We derive the DPT
of f # A(Zd) by applying iteratively the operators Ln, Un

with n increasing from 1 to N as follows

DPT (f) = (D1(f), D2(f), ..., DN (f)), (3)

where the components of (3) are obtained through

D1(f) = (I & P1)(f) (4)

Dn(f) = (I & Pn) !Qn!1(f), n = 2, ..., N, (5)

and Pn = Ln ! Un or Pn = Un ! Ln and Qn = Pn ! ... ! P1,
n # N. This decomposition results in components Dn which
are each a sum of discrete pulses "ns, s = 1, 2, ..., #(n) with
disjoint supports of size n, where in this setting a discrete
pulse is defined as follows,

Definition 6: A function " # A(Zd) is called a pulse if
there exists a connected set V and a real number $ such that

"(x) =

'
$ if x # V
0 if x # Zd \ V .

The set V is the support of the pulse ", that is supp(") = V .
We can then reconstruct the original image as

f =
N(

n=1

Dn(f) =
N(

n=1

!(n)(

s=1

"ns.

In the sum above #(n) indicates the number of pulses at each
scale differs, that is, is a function of the scale n.

II. FEATURE DETECTION

With the availability of all the pulses of the Discrete Pulse
Transform, the question arises as to what we can utilize all the
obtained pulses for. The importance of the DPT is due to all
the additional information and structure we have obtained from
the image. We no longer only have the original luminosity at
each pixel, but instead have an otherwise invisible insight into
the make-up and content of the image and the pixels within.
The additional image structure provided by the DPT provides
improved feature detection over standard approaches using
only luminosity values. A feature extraction method needs
to, in some manner, extract the signature of the objects in
the scene. This should be done as accurately and uniquely as
possible, as emphasized in [10], and the salient characteristics
of the object should be measured. Salient is defined very nicely

as prominent or conspicuous in the Oxford English Dictionary.
The aim of our feature detection using the DPT will be to
determine the salient features of the image with respect to
the pulses in the DPT. Very importantly, we do not assume
any initial structure within the image, so that we can process
any possible image. How do we decide how salient a feature
is? The most obvious is that large, high-contrast objects will
naturally be more salient than small, low-contrast objects, but
then at what size and contrast does the required saliency begin?
We shall introduce two new methods which illustrate how to
detect these salient regions in an image by using the Discrete
Pulse Transform decomposition.

In the absence of prior knowledge on the feature character-
istics and size we can make use of the scale-space, resulting
from the Discrete Pulse Transform, for feature detection by
keeping every scale. Reflecting on how a human eye picks
out features in an image the Human Vision System (HVS)
model [3] provides some insight. It consists of a first stage,
the Pre-Attentive Stage, in which the features are detected and
then a second stage, the Attentive Stage, in which matching
takes place between the detected features of the first stage
and the rest of the image. It is clear that the HVS possesses
a degree of saliency to detect the ‘pop-out’ features. We will
show how the LULU operators can be used to detect these
‘pop-out’ features. Following the HVS model, the features
are those areas in the image which are stable, that is, the
areas which survive over a wide range of scales, [8]. This
is simple to apply to the LULU scale-space. Indeed, each
pixel belongs to k pulses, "n1sn1

,"n2sn2
, ...,"nksnk

, at scales
{n1, n2, ..., nk} ' {1, 2, 3, ..., N}. For each pixel x, we then
have what we call a Discrete Pulse Vector (DPV) for a
specified pixel x # Z2,

px =

)
n1 n2 n3 . . . nk

!1 !2 !3 . . . !k

*T

, x # Z
2 (6)

where for each scale ni, we have the corresponding relative
luminosity !i of the pulse "nisni

, that is, the height (positive)
or depth (negative) of the local maximum or minimum set
which pixel x belongs to at scale ni.

A. Impulse Strength Feature Detection

The simplest and most obvious way of using these DPV’s
for feature detection is by keeping only those pixels which
belong to DPV’s that contain a large number of scales, i.e.
large values of k. We refer to the value k as the impulse

strength. This is illustrated in figure 5. Whiter values indicate
larger values of k. In the last image only the pixels with
impulse strength within 20% of the largest impulse strength
value of the values kept. Notice how the front of the tank is
a strong feature.

B. Entropy Feature Detection

Kadir and Brady [3] detect salient regions by using entropy,
since saliency can be viewed as unpredictability. Entropy is
a measure of the amount of disorder in a statistical system.
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Fig. 5. The original tank image with its impulse strength shown, as well as
only the largest 20% impulse strength pixels

The entropy at each pixel is evaluated at each relevant scale,
n = 1, 2, 3, .., k, as

Hn(x) = &
k(

n=1

P ("ns(x)) logP ("ns(x))

Fig. 6. Original Image I , Entropy, Top 500 Entropy Features

where P ("ns(x)) is the probability for pixel x in the pulse
"ns containing pixel x. For our purposes, this probability dis-
tribution for the pulses at scale n, P ("ns), s = 1, 2, ..., #(n), is
calculated with respect to the original image luminosity values
but using the pulse domains D("ns), s = 1, 2, ..., #(n) as the
relevant pixels. Kadir and Brady simply use a circular radius
of size equivalent to the scale as the domain of the intensity
distribution. By making use of the DPT pulses we have more
relevant areas relating to the structure of the image to work
with. We determine a total sum of entropies per pulse at each
scale n = 1, 2, ..., k and then keep the pulses which have the
lowest entropy as these will be more structured man-made
objects, that is, less disorder. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate these
ideas. In figure 6 the tank is picked up very strongly, as well
as a few feature points in the more prominent grass area at the
top of the image. In figure 7 the defects on the potato surfaces
are picked out quite effectively as well, however a number of
background pixels are also picked out (due to their ‘order’ as
opposed to ‘disorder’). This method is thus particularly suited
for picking out man-made or uniform features with natural
backgrounds, but is also useful in general situations. Only
scales of maximum size 100 are searched for features in figures
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Fig. 7. Original Image I , Entropy, Top 500 Entropy Features, Entropy using
all Scales, Top 500 Entropy Features using all Scales

6 and 7. The validity of this is illustrated in figure 8 where
we see that the same features are picked out even if all scales
are made use of.

III. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new and effective method for detecting
feature points corresponding to low entropy objects in images.
These results present good feature points which allows for
further investigation into image matching for use in super-
resolution processing as well as tracking features in a video.
Further work into refining the detection of the feature points

Fig. 8. Entropy using all Scales, Top 500 Entropy Features using all Scales

will be looked into, as well as comparison with existing
methods and numerous differing images in order to illustrate
the capability of the method. A possible refinement is to use
background modeling. If the background, which isn’t expected
to contain feature points, is determined this can be subtracted
and only the significant content of the image searched for
feature points.

Due to the theoretical setting in multi-dimensions, the
results can be extended to video as well. In this case three-
dimensional pulses would be considered, and features within
the entire video, not simply each frame, could be picked
out effectively. The implementation of the Discrete Pulse
Transform for images has been done in collaboration with Van
der Walt [19] and a three-dimensional implementation is in the
pipelines.
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